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Artificial intelligence

(cc) Shashi Bellamkonda

Better than humans at games

● Image classification,
● Autonomous vehicles

● Speech recognition,
● Translation,
● Audio synthesis

AI waves
Changes in 
research labs &
IT companies

HYPE



  

What is needed ?
and why AI is booming ?



  

1) Computer power



  

2) Data available

Every minute:

YOUTUBE: 300 h of videos uploaded,

FACEBOOK: 510,000 comments posted, 136,000 photos 
uploaded.

TWITTER: 350,000 tweets

CERN : 1Gb per second during experiments. More than 
200 Petabytes recorded (200,000 Terabytes)

3) Open source softwares
Tensorflow, Keras,Torch, Pytorch, Python language

Developed by universities and IT companies



  

AI is not the only one

All fields of science and technology benefit from computer power and data / 
software

DATA SCIENCE
● Collecting and cleaning data, 
● Designing data processing pipeline, 

(with  or without AI)
● interpreting the results, 
● communicating them.

AI
● AI does not come out of the box
● AI good at specific tasks, AI is a part. 
● AI can assists, helps humans not replace them 



  

How does it work ?



  

Pipeline

Preprocessing
extracting featuresData

Statistics / 
Machine learning

Classification

Data

Learning
 the feature extraction

 + classification

Standard machine learning

Deep learning

Computationally intensive

Standard: needs an expert understanding the data
Deep Learning: Need a lot of data, with correct labels

Deep learning: black box but extremely efficient



  

Some limits of AI



  

Saturation
● Improvements need exponential resource

Image 
recognition
(ImageNet)

Error 
decreases

Complexity 
increases

Deep 
Learning

Classification 
error



  

Dangers and limits of machine 
learning

Green curve:
● Overfitting
● No generalization
● « learning by heart »

AI makes mistakes. Data must be ‘clean’

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overfitting



  

Bad results if not enough data

● Wavenet : sound and voice synthesis

● Used in Google translate.

● Depend on the data available : very good for English, bad for 
Serbian, not available for some languages. 

● https://deepmind.com/blog/wavenet-generative-model-raw-audio/ 



  

Conclusion

● Record data, as much as possible. « Data is the 
new oil /electricity » . Meta-data with raw data !

● Machine learning = Powerful tools but...
● ...Make mistakes + watch out for overfitting.
● …you may have to spend time labeling the data
● ...only finds what you ask it to find in data.
● Machine learning helps the expert but will not 

replace an expert.
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